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ABSTRACT 

 “The paper by Daron Acemoglu, David Autor, David Dorn, Gordon H Hanson, and Brendan Price estimates that the 

sharp increase in bilateral trade between China and the US cost somewhere between 2 and 2.4 million jobs between 

1999 and 2011 — about 1 percent of the entire civilian population in 2011. Less than half of those jobs were in 

manufacturing sectors that directly competed with Chinese businesses.  This paper has emphasized that US trade with 

China, and with other low-wage countries, has cost Americans jobs, increased government spending, and permanently 

lowered wages for people forced out of well-paying manufacturing employment.” It also specifies the difficulties faced 

by US manufacturers while competing with their foreign counterparts, especially China.    

 

 

View 1:  

More than the low cost Chinese imports 

leading to the loss of jobs, it’s the America’s 

own laws and regulations pertaining to its 

manufacturing industries as well as its 

stringent trade policies which contribute to 

the un-competitiveness of its manufacturers 

in turn hampering the recovery of jobs as well 

as the economy. It is absolutely true that 

manufacturing makes America strong. But 

unfortunately, apart from competition faced 

by low cost Chinese imports, it is America 

itself holding back the manufacturers. The 

American competitiveness is so low 

compared to their competitors that it is almost 

20% more expensive to manufacture in the 

United States, and that figure excludes the 

cost of labor. (National-Assosiation-of-

Manufacturers, n.d.) We would be just be 

kidding ourselves if we think that the United 

States does not have to compete and earn its 

share of good policies (these policies include 
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greater certainty to the business and political 

climate; where physical and administrative 

infrastructure is in good shape; where the 

local work force is productive; where there 

are limited physical, political, and 

administrative frictions etc.). The decisions 

made now with respect to policies on 

immigration, education, energy, trade, 

entitlements, taxes, and the role of 

government in managing the economy will 

determine the health, competitiveness, and 

relative significance of the U.S. economy in 

the decades ahead. (Ikenson, 2011) “Layer 

upon layer of regulations are weighing down 

manufacturers’ ability to help lead America’s 

economic recovery,” said NAM (National 

Association of Manufacturers) President and 

CEO Jay Timmons. “If we don’t return to a 

more sensible regulatory process, then 

manufacturers will face even higher energy 

prices, skyrocketing compliance costs, less 

investment opportunities and significantly 

fewer jobs. A devastating ripple effect will be 

felt throughout our entire economy, causing 

some manufacturers to close their doors for 

good.” (National-Assosiation-of-

Manufacturers, n.d.) Manufacturing supports 

around 17.2 million jobs in the United States 

which is about one sixth of the private-sector 

jobs. Nearly 12 million Americans (or 9 

percent of the workforce) are employed 

directly in manufacturing. Manufacturers 

have a series of attractive options in terms of 

investment, research, building new facilities 

and creating jobs etc. but America usually 

stands at a disadvantage when it comes to 

benefitting from these options because 

policymakers choose policies which are not 

conducive to the manufacturers’ growth. 

They should realize that a pro-manufacturing 

tax policy must acknowledge that a high tax 

burden makes manufacturers in the United 

States less competitive. (National-

Assosiation-of-Manufacturers, n.d.)  

A lot of US policymakers, from Capitol Hill 

to those of the branch agencies in 

Washington, tend to hold a premise that the 

major impediments to America’s success are 

all foreign born. Which includes, closed 

foreign markets, trade barriers practiced by 

other nations, protectionism, unfair trade 

practices, extensive laws and regulations etc. 

But if seen from close enough, this premise is 

a very myopic one and it actually does no 

good rather reinforces the argument for 

preserving America’s barriers to trade and 

investment, resulting in increased costs to 

businesses and families.  

 

Policymakers and Media play a big role in 

misleading the Public about Trade and its 

Benefits.  
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A Globalized economy in which we live 

today, jobs depend upon transnational 

collaboration through cross border 

investments and integrated supply chains. 

We all enjoy the fruits of international trade 

in our everyday life, driving to work in 

foreign made vehicles, communicating, 

navigating, shopping, using foreign 

assembled smart phones (an iPhone is 

designed by Apple in California but 

assembled in China!), higher disposable 

incomes on account of cost savings by 

retailers like Wal-Mart, Best Buy, Home 

Depot through their growing sales to 

customers abroad. Near about 6 million 

Americans work for foreign subsidiaries in 

the United States. Still a common belief 

among people remains that exports are good 

while imports are bad just by looking at the 

trade deficit in US. This belief also leads 

them to point that trade deficit is responsible 

for the death of US manufacturing. After all, 

the public is misled by the media coverage 

which is often too heavy on cliché and lack 

any kind of analytical substance. This belief 

that exports are good while imports are bad 

only reinforces the misconception that trade 

is a zero-sum game with distinct winners and 

losers, but the fact is that had that been the 

case, transactions wouldn’t occur in the first 

place. 

 

Policy Myopia  

The centerpiece of the administration’s trade 

policy is the National Export Initiative, which 

neglects a broad array of opportunities by 

focusing only on the export-oriented 

activities of the exporters. It presumes that 

US exporters are born as exporters. But the 

fact is that they are not. Before those 

companies are exporters they are producers. 

And as producers they are weighed down by 

a whole lot of domestic policies, regulations, 

taxes etc. that put them at a disadvantage 

when it comes to competing for sale in the US 

market or abroad.  Around 52 countries are 

less burdened with government regulations as 

compared to the US according to the World 

Economic Forum survey of 13000 business 

executives worldwide. As said by Andrew 

Liveris, chairman and CEO of the Dow 

Chemical Company, “How we operate within 

our own borders, what we require of business 

here, often puts us at a competitive 

disadvantage internationally.” As producers 

first, most U.S. exporters are consumers of 

capital equipment, raw materials, and other 

industrial inputs and components. Many of 

the inputs are actually imported. Indeed, 

“intermediate goods” and “capital 

equipment” — items purchased by 

producers, not consumers, accounted for 
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more than 55 percent of the value of all U.S. 

imports in 2010 and 57 percent through the 

first half of 2011. This fact alone proves that 

imports determine the profitability of US 

producers and their capacity to compete at 

home and abroad and yet NEI does not 

comment on eliminating the burdens of 

government policies that unnecessarily 

inflate prices and production costs. For 

example, in 2010, U.S. Customs and Border 

Patrol collected $32 billion in duties on $2 

trillion of imports, over $1 trillion of which 

were ingredients for U.S. production — such 

as chemicals, minerals and machine parts. 

Normal tariffs and antidumping and 

countervailing duties added roughly $15-20 

billion to the overall price tag. (Ikenson, 

2011) President Obama understand this 

dynamic fairly well as while signing into the 

law, Manufacturing Enhancement Act of 

2010 he had said that- The Manufacturing 

Enhancement Act of 2010 will create jobs, 

help American companies compete, and 

strengthen manufacturing as a key driver of 

our economic recovery. He acknowledged 

the fact that some industries have to import 

certain materials from other countries and 

pay tariffs on those materials and promised 

that the Legislation will try to eliminate some 

of those tariffs which in turn will boost 

output, increase job opportunities and lower 

prices for American consumers.  Yet, the 

president’s National Export Initiative 

contains provisions to “strengthen” the 

antidumping law, which will further frustrate 

domestic producers’ access to imported 

inputs. 

View 2:  

The primary cause for the decline in 

manufacturing is the unprecedented rate of 

growth of technological progress and a shift 

towards services industry as a consequence 

of advancement of software development, 

financial services etc. Generally the blame 

for a decline in manufacturing employment is 

placed on “Globalization”. But if we look 

close enough, we’ll notice that its not only the 

United States which is facing a deviation 

from its manufacturing sector, but actually all 

advanced economies. This trend over the 

years tells us that decline in manufacturing is 

mainly due to a shift towards the services 

sector due to rapid technological 

advancement. In fact, America itself over the 

years has chosen to be a services oriented 

country focused more on labor saving 

technological progress.   Figure 1 shows the 

decline in the share of employment in the 

manufacturing industry as a percentage of 

total employment for all major advanced 

economies across a period of 22 years (from 
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1990 to 2011). (Refer Fig. No.1) The above 

figure essentially tells us that it was all not 

only the United Sates but all the major 

economies which faced a decline in 

employment in the manufacturing sector over 

time. As opposed to this, the employment in 

the services sector actually rose during the 

same period as can be seen from the Figure 2. 

(Refer Fig.No.2) Now, as can be seen above, 

the share of employment in manufacturing 

has reduced while that in services sector it has 

increased in the major parts of the world, it 

would also be worthwhile to notice that the 

economic activity in manufacturing in the 

United States has not declined in absolute 

terms rather it has declined as a share of the 

national income. And employment share has 

declined because of rapidly increasing 

productivity among manufacturing workers. 

This can be seen from the graph below 

(Figure 3). (Refer Fig No.3) On the other 

hand, the value added by the services 

industry as a percentage of GDP has 

increased. This can be observed in the graph 

below (Figure 4). (Refer Fig. No.4) The 

paper also says that the era of massive job 

losses induced by trade with China may be 

coming to a close. Thanks to a combination 

of wage inflation and slowing productivity 

growth in China, combined with the shale 

boom and lower transit costs to get products 

to the domestic market, US manufacturers are 

now about as competitive as Chinese ones. 

View 3:  

Well, Acemoglu probably believes that the 

reason for the United States trade deficit with 

China is due to the fact that Chinese are more 

efficient in producing goods and can do so at 

a much lower cost of production than USA, 

but actually one of the major reasons for the 

rapidly growing US trade deficit with china 

is Currency Manipulation. Unlike other 

currencies, the Chinese Yuan does not 

fluctuate freely against the US dollar, instead 

China has tightly pegged its currency to the 

U.S. dollar at a rate that encourages a large 

bilateral trade surplus with the United States. 

Currency intervention artificially raises the 

cost of U.S. exports to China and the rest of 

the world, making U.S. goods less 

competitive in every country where U.S. 

exports compete with Chinese goods. (Scott, 

2012) China has deliberately suppressed the 

value of its own currency by selling Chinese 

Yuan and buying government securities such 

as the US Treasury Bills, thereby increasing 

its foreign reserves. Looking at the increasing 

productivity which China has experienced 

over the past decade, the Yuan must have 

increased in value to maintain balanced trade. 

But rather it has been artificially kept low. 
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Between December 2010 and December 

2011, China had to purchase $337 billion in 

US Treasury Bills and other securities alone 

to maintain the peg to the US dollar 

(International Monetary Fund 2012a). This 

intervention, makes the Yuan artificially 

cheap relative to the dollar, in turn 

subsidizing Chinese exports.  Economist 

H.W. Brock (2012) had estimated that the 

Chinese currency is still massively 

undervalued and according to Miller (2012), 

it is “arguably one-sixth of what it should be”. 

The paper supports the notion that many of 

the people who lost their jobs in industries 

vulnerable to Chinese competition were 

unable to find new jobs elsewhere. 

 

View 4:  

There has been a long debate among the 

economists and policymakers as to whether 

the unemployment crisis in the US is cyclical 

or structural. In case of a cyclical 

unemployment, the unemployment crisis is a 

byproduct of the business cycle. Because the 

economy went into a recession, people were 

laid off to cut down production costs and now 

that the US economy is recovering slowly but 

surely, employment must increase. On the 

other hand, in case of structural 

unemployment, there is a fundamental shift 

in the job market due to a complete mismatch 

between the skills that people possess and can 

offer and the skills required by the employer 

to employ them for the particular kind of job. 

Also, structural unemployment can occur 

when the location of the employer is different 

from that of the employee and its not feasible 

for the employee to offer his services.  

Looking at the job market unemployment 

figures of the past decade, the shift to the 

more technologically advanced jobs, and the 

rising global trade, I particularly have this 

feeling that the problem is more structural 

than cyclical. Let’s look at some evidences 

below,  Mr. Greenblatt, who is the president 

of a company in Baltimore with 30 

employees called Marlin Steel Wire Products 

said that his business growth is hampered by 

his inability to find appropriately qualified 

workers. Although he is willing to offer a 

salary of more than $80,000 with overtime, 

including health and pension benefits and has 

been doing extensive advertisements, he is 

unable to find qualified applicants. (Hal 

Weitzman, n.d.) There has been a great 

amount of anxiety among Americans about 

losing their competitive edge to a better-

educated and hardworking rivals. This has 

primarily happened since the emergence of 

Japan as a technology and manufacturing 

powerhouse in the 1970s. When economists 
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are trying to figure out whether 

unemployment is cyclical or structural, they 

often make use of a curve called the 

Beveridge Curve. This curve tells the 

relationship between unemployment and job 

vacancy rate. Since their trough in June 2009, 

vacancies have risen by 35% but despite of 

that unemployment rate has remained 

stubbornly high. Which means that there are 

jobs but people are not taking them as their 

skills are not up to the mark. (Hal Weitzman, 

n.d.) Ben Bernanke, the former chairman of 

the US Federal Reserve, had said that if US 

wants to enjoy a good longer-term prospects 

in terms of employment, it will have to foster 

development of skilled workforce. He 

mentioned that although the US education 

system possesses considerable strengths, it 

poorly serves a substantial portion of their 

population. (Hal Weitzman, n.d.)  (Refer Fig. 

No.5). A manufacturing maintenance 

company based in Illinois, called Advanced 

Technology Services (ATS) which has 

clients such as Textron, Eaton, BorgWarner, 

Caterpillar, Honeywell, is facing difficulty in 

hiring workers to fill up the 160 job openings 

available for the role of maintenance and 

machine technicians. (Hal Weitzman, n.d.)  

According to a report released by Deloitte 

and the National Association of 

Manufacturers, US manufacturers have 

600,000 unfilled positions because of a lack 

of qualified skilled workers. It’s difficult to 

find good software engineers, production 

workers and salespeople.  
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Figure2  

Source: World Development Indicators 

 

Figure3

Source: World Development Indicators 
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Figure4  

Source: World Development Indicators 
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